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Abstract
Purpose: To efficacy evaluation of using platelets rich plasma (PRP) on bone healing after eradication of maxillofacial cysts.

Materials and Methods: 30 peak lesion cases that achieved on 28 patients. The sample was randomly divided into two groups. Group I: Practice plasma rich platlets on 14 patients after extraction of cyst lesion. Group II: Extracted of cyst lesion for 14 patients without adding plasma rich platlets. Cases were clinically and radiographically follow-up after 3, 6 and 9 months.

Results: PRP group showed bone reconstruction faster than the control group. There are statistical differences between groups in 1, 3, 6 and 9 months after surgery for management with PRP.

Conclusion: The results of this study suggest that using platelets rich plasma (PRP) provide bone reconstruction faster and better after eradication of maxillofacial cysts.
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Introduction
Apicoectomy may be the best medical choice for cases that are failed the conservative unsurgical pulpal treatment with them for eliminating of periapical lesion \(^1\). Apicoectomy means cutting or amputation the root apex and curettage of periapical lesion during surgical operation. Mandibular cysts considered relatively of commonly lesions, were about 22.5\% from oral diseases \(^2\).

All commonly methods used in cysts treatment are means an alternative of two main methods which are: total eradication (Enucleation) and Marsupialization\(^3\).The purpose of this article is to review many of opinions and discussions about the existence of cancer stem cells, it’s origin, and role in (HNSCC) in addition to identification, markers, metastasis and treatment.

Aim of study
The study is aimed to knowledge of effecting range of plasma rich platlets PRP in bone restoration and curing after dental cysts extraction, though from studying clinical and radiographic changes where bone density.

Materials and Methods
The sample is composed of 30 peak lesion cases which achieved on 28 patients (between of them tow patients had two cysts lesions) there ages between (18-45) years from revision patient in Oral and Maxillofacial surgery Department in Faculty of Dentistry in Hama – University during 2014-2015 years, were cases are equally distributed to two groups:

- First Group: Practice plasma rich platlets on 14 patients after extraction of cyst lesion.
- Second Group: Extracted of cyst lesion for 14 patients without adding plasma rich platlets.

Surgical Incision
The incision is executed into adjacent teeth to interference tooth, the section is trapezium or a triangle shape, by using a blade number 15, then eliminated the section by sharp periosteum elevator, and protecting of section in its place by another elevator.
Exposure of root apex after an accurate determining of its place, this by doing an opening in bone by rounded bur with saline solution, where cases had absorbed bone, were find fistula or losing in vestibule bone plate which lead to root apex, just expansion of bone opening to ability of curettage the injured tissues completely.

Total curettage for lesion by using different sizes of bone spade to assuring elimination the residual cyst lesion.

Then applying plasma rich platelets within bone cavity formation due to cyst eradication.

Whereas the second group (watching) we washing the area with sodium chloride only without putting PRP.

Returning the section into its place and making an intermittent suturing by silk4/0 suture and triangle segment needle.

Instructions are gives to the patient, which enclosed by prescription, then requesting from the patient to reviewing the clinic after seven days to removed sutures and ensuring from inexistence of side effects may distressing the surgical operation, also we inform the patient with times periods which must revision at regular form for monitoring the healing or relapsing of the case.

Mean value of bone density of patient group that unapplied the PRP is about (60.33) and about (54.32) of the other group which applied the PRP on it.

Where depending on radiographical assessment on rude 1972 standards which mostly used and classified as the following: (complete, incomplete, and unsuspected curing, failure), According of this the radiographical curing is undefined as complete curing of bone only but its also as incomplete curing (cicatricial tissue), during clinical assessment they depending on presence or absence of any clinical symptoms or features including pain, edema, reddish, uncomfortable, appears of fistula,……etc. According of this results divided into finally two groups:

Cured and uncur cases includes complete or incomplete radiographic curing without presence of clinical symptoms or features, while incomplete curing cases includes radiographic curing undoubted of it or failure or when there are clinical symptoms or features except radiographic curing.

Results

This research aims to efficacy evaluation of using plasma rich platelets on bone healing after eradication of maxillofacial cysts.

The sample of research composed of 30 surgical cases were performed on 28 patients which are interviewing MaxilloFacial Department in Faculty of Dentistry / Hama University in 2014-2015, which ages around (18-45) years, were divided the sample into two groups: watching group which include 14 surgical case where unapplied the plasma riches platlets on them, and testing group include 14 surgical case where applied the plasma riches platlets on them.

Then executed the radio graphical bone density across separated progression times (3-6-9- months).

Mean value of bone density of patient group that unapplied the PRP is about (60.33) and about (54.32) of the other group which applied the PRP on it.

There are no statistical variances between patients in bone density in the two groups preoperatively. This is due to presence of cyst lesion in bone were the measured density is radiographic density of cyst lesion and isn't differ essentially from other lesion just in types, while all cysts which made under surgery are roots therefore are no difference.

Reference probability P=0.000 < α=0.05, we regards that there are statistical differences between patients with bone density according applying PRP this after one month from surgery and these differences are for management with PRP. Reference probability P=0.000 < α=0.05, we regards that there are statistical differences between patients with bone density according applying PRP this after nine months of surgery and these differences are for management with PRP.

Clinical Case

Apicoectomy on the second lower premolar at female patient her age is 28 year, complain from intermittent pains which are acutely sometimes, its illustrating from radiographic examination presence of periapical lesion, which proceeding periapical surgery and putting PRP were the result of controlling through third time (9 months) is lead to total radiographic curing and without clinical symptoms.
Conclusion
The results of this study suggest that using platelets rich plasma (PRP) provide bone reconstruction faster and better after eradication of maxillofacial cysts.
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